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ABSTRACT. Radial pulsations of an infinite* fluid cylinder have been considered 
iiicJudo th(' rombiiied (iffoed of fmito comhiftivity and v'anablc' densitj. If is found that, 
unlike who ease of uniform density the period is afTertod by finite conductivity.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Radial pulsations of an infinite cylinfloiL for various types of prevailing mag- 
uotic fields, have been (jonsidered by many authors, (Bhatnagar and Nagiiaul, 
1957; Chakravorty and Ramamoorthy, I960, Cliandrasekhar and Fermi, 1953, 
Chopra and Talwar, 1955; Lyttkoris, 1954; Raju and Talwar, 1961). The efft»<*l 
of finite conductivity on these radial hydromagnetio pulsations was studied by 
Bhatnagar and Nagpaul (1957) for a uniform density distribution of the fluid. 
They showed that finite conductivity does not affoct the period of pulsations. 
It may, therefore, bo of some interest to study the combined effect of variabh^  
density and finite conductivity on these pulsations. The problem is studied hero
The conductivity cr is assumed to be finite but so large that square and higher 
powers of 1/cr are neglected. The density is assumed to decrease from the axis 
to the surface of the cylinder. The pulsations arc assumed to be adiabatic 
Under those assumptions this paper includes the discussion for modes higher 
than the fundamental. A subsequent paper discusses this for the fundamoni^ l^ 
mode, by a different approach. Tlic study carried out here may be of limited 
significance because we neglect powers of 1/or higher than first and assume an 
arbitrary variation of density. However, this gives tendencies of the behaviour 
of the effect of finite conductivity and variable density on the period of pulsationn. 
The order of finite conductivity assum(^ .d hero is the same as by Bhatnagar and 
Nagpaul (1957).
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E Q U A T i O N S  OF T H E  P R O B L E M
The equations governing the email radial adiab*tic pulsations of an infinite 
c^dinder have boon obtained by Bhatnagar and Nagpaul (1957)
TIiov are :
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fu thest^  eejuations r is the radius of the cylinder at any instant, p is the 
density, p if? the pressure, m is the mass per unit length interior to r, Sr is the
])erturbation in r, SHz is the perturbation in magnetic field H, y is the ratio of 
spocific^  lioats assumt^d to be a constant, p is the magnetic permeability an<l G is 
the gravitational (constant.
Tn deriving those equations the cylimlor has boon assumed to be immt r^sed in 
uniform magnetic field parallel to the axis of the cylinder. This is because of the 
lact that a cylinder cannot bo in a steady state in tlio presence of finite conducti­
vity without volume currents being produced unless the magnetic field in the
Htoady state H is uniform. Consequently H is taken uniform both inside and 
outside the cylinder and parallel to the axis of the cylinder.
Equations 1 and 2 hold for all density distributions
C A S K  OF V A K I A B L E  D E N S I T Y  
Wo take the density to be variable given by :
p =  X =  r/i?,
where a, h are constants and R is radius of the cylinder. Then
m =  7T ( - I - )
(3)
(4)
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For the denaity distribution of the form (3), the integration of equation, of 
equilibrium
dp
dx
2 0 m (5)
yields p as
p ^  nR^ O\ — x®+ -  ab+L o 4 4 6 J
=  nR^GD.
For the perturbations of the form
dr
R
( 6 )
( 7 )
whore c*> is the frequenc ’^^ of oscillations, equations (1) and (2) become, using 
(4)-(6)
i  {*/>( —  I  *■) +  " s  }  1'".+ i [  ( » +  / )  • ;  X  W . l ]
. .  (8 )
I f '
where ___
47r2ii2G(y .B 4npR^ o>
Equation (8) is to bo solved aubjoot to the two boundary conditions
(j) {^o)»-o =  0 ,
(ii) {SP)^i =  0 i.e. =  0.
(9)
. .  (10)
. .  ( 1 1 ) 
. .  (12)
d6Writing equation (8) we get, after integration,
Equation (9) in terms of (f> is, with tlio holp of (13),
Consequently boundary condition (12) requires that
=  a t * = l  .. (15)
The quantity within brackets of tlu^. iritoc;rand in (15) is positive throughout the 
interval of integration.
Tfioroforo. for the integral (15) to vanish, tlie amplitude must assume the value
ax
zero soinevchore in the interval of integration. The amplitude ~  can assume the
(IX
value zero for all the modes higher than the fundamental mode. Therefore the 
present analysis can bo carried out only for modes higher than the fundamental. 
Integrating (15) by parts we get
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i|
H  " f [
{^(-  1*')+ *  }- f U M -  2-)+ '
.. (16)
This will bo satisfied only if ^  ^ (a finite quantity 0) at j =  1. Therefore
the condition (12) becomes
(0)r-i =  (Finite, non zero)
We include the effect of finite conductivity by defining
R -  1 T s= .. (18)
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and taking <r to bo finite but so largo that powers of l /a  higher than one may be 
neglected and therefore retaining q>iantitios of the order of t only, we can write
B — w ~ Wo+TU>i, ^ =  Aq-\-tA j, . . (19)
where
Substituting (19) in (8) and separating the zero and first order terms, we have
with
and
(21)
with ( ^ )  = =  *1 (finite)
(22)
;r*0
In view of i being present in (22) we conclude that both and are complex, 
Therefore writing
<f>i == =  a+iyff, . .  (23)
in (22) and taking only the real part in order to study the effect on the period of 
pulsations (see oqn. (7)) we get
From equation (24) we have to determine a, to study o»i, by solving (24) for $ 
subject to the two boundary conditions :
( S )  (f)«-x  =  < (finite).
flC^O
. .  (26)
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Equation (24) can be rewritten in the form
^  +  L x - - ^  dx\ +
5^5
*^0
C A S E  OF I N F I N I T E  <'O N E V C 1 1 V I T Y
(26)
Tho equation determining <j>o, the value! of 4> for th<! ease! of infinite e-emductivity, 
can bo obtainoel by taking a to be infinite in equation (8). Tho reduced eqn. is
Suiestituting the values oip  and D, wo attempt a series seelutieni of (27) in the form
-  E 6„x«+^
n»o
•• (28)
(29)
subject to the two bemndary conditions :
(i) J ^  j  =0, (ii) («4oUi -  *0 (finite)
The! inelicial eeiuation gives tierce vahms feu k. The elifferont e e>efficients satisfy 
the following roourrenco relation between them.
Z/6„_34-.3f6n-l +  ^ ^n-*X+®^n+» (30)
where
L =  (jfc+n+l) [ {(k+n+2){k+n+\Q)+S}d3+2 ~ j
M =  (ifc+»+l) [{(*+w +2)(*+»+6)+3}da  -
J\T =  (jfc+n+l) |^{(A+n+2)(fc4-w4-6)+lK+^
Q =  (do+/)L(*+H +lK (*+»+2)<*+” +^^"^^^’
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
Writing
wo have 
Thou
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lim ^  =  A«,
*-♦<» On-l
i (^Ao) i= (<i#+/)Ao*+diAo*+dgAo+flf« —
i^(0) =  rfa 626
—ve; F ( l ) = f — +ve.
Tliorciforc F(Aq) — 0 has at leastj^one root^iu the interval (0, 1). Consequently 
WO call say that at least oik  ^of tho limits Aq lc»ss than unity i.e. at least for thiw 
limit the series for would be convergent.
C A S E  OF F I N I T E  C O N D U C T I V I T Y
For this case equation (26) is to bo solved. We seek a series solution of this 
equation in the form
f  — S
n«o
. .  (35)
where k remains same as in (28) since the indicial equation is same, The recurrence 
relation in this case is
i/a^^3+Afa„^i+iVr7„+i+Qr/„+3+a(Afi/>„.,i+iVi6„+i) -= 0, . .  (36)
whore L, Af, Q are same as for tho case of infinite conductivity and Jfj, 
are given by
Again if
M\ '-== —-&(i;+?i —1), ^ ( i+ n + l ) .
lim =  Ai, we see that
n ~ >  CJO dn-i
F(Ai) =  ~  ^
This once again shows that at least one of tho series for (  is convergent.
D I S C U S S I O N
In view of the recurrence relation (36), we can write
f  ^  ^o+a SOi
. (37)
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where
In floriving (37) and (38) we have »ub.stituiu(l
0.
5 2 7
(38)
a/^n+ r- i^ n* m
Siuec at a; — 1> ~   ^ ~  Z [see (25) and (29)] therefore  ^ it follows, from
(37), that
a — finite 0. (40)
Oonsequontly, from (23), wo «oo that both real and imaginary })arts of Aj^ are non­
zero. This implies that co^ is complex (See (20))- Tliorofon  ^ tlio ofAn t of finite 
coiidiK tivity on the fr(U|mmey of os(dlhitioji contains ])otli real and imaginary parts 
(See. (19)).
Wo may thus (conclude, with the help of (19) and (7), that both amplitude and 
jx r^iod of pulsations are affecttvl by finite condiudivitv in tlie case of a variable 
density.
Thus we may say that, unlike the case of uniform density (Bhatnagar and 
Nagpaul 1957) in which case only the amjditude is exponentially damj)ed, tlu^  
jx r^iod is also changed for the case of variabh  ^ dc'.ixsity of tlu^  form consid(5red.
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